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R&um&. W. Zielonka a ticemment introduit une famille d’automates finis ayant un fonctioszement 
particulier: les automates asynchrones; ceux-ci constituent un modile pour des processus parrrlliles 
6changeant des informations par l’intermidiaire de certaines mCmoires communes. Dans ce qui 
suit, nous introduisons une restriction de la classe de ces automates & celle que nous sppeions 
2-asynchrones; cette classe est illustrie par un exemple de probltme de communication faisant 
intervenir des boites aux lettres. Nous dgmontrons que les automates 2-asynchrones ont la meme 
puissance que les automates asynchrones g&tCraux. 
Abstract. W. Zielonka has recently introduced a family of finite automata with a specific behavior, 
and called them asynchronous automata. ‘They can be considered as a good model to describe 
concurrent processes exchanging data by means of some common storage. Hereafter, we restrict 
the family of asynchronous automata by defining the subclass of what we will cait 2-asynchronous 
automata. We illustrate this subclass by a communication problem involving mailboxes, and prove 
that 2-asynchronous automata are as powerful as asynchonous ones. 
I. IutroductidBn 
In an asynchronous automaton the set of states is given as a Cartesian product: 
S=S,xS*x”•XS”. 
Moreover, a subset rr( a) of { 1,2, . . . , n} is associated with each letter Q of the input 
alphabet A; it consists in the indices of the components of S on which the letter Q 
precisely, the transition function * (we will denote by s * a the state 
y the automaton under input a when being in state s) is determine 
functions *ica ssociate 
Sj, X Si2 X . . * X Sik (where ~(a) = (il, i2, . . . , ik}). 
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Thus, s * a is equal to s for the components which are not in P(U) and is giqren by 
s *o a for those in n(a). 
The fundamental result of Zielonka states that asynchronous automata can be 
used as recognizing devices for a class of languages extensively studied in 
[ 1,2,3,4,5,7]. This result can be stated as follows: 
rem. Let A* be the free monoid generated by the finite alphabet A, let 8 be a 
subset of Ax A dejning a partial commutation -e (we write ab -&a if (a, 6) E @), 
and L be a rational subset of A* closed undet -@; then there exists an asynchronous 
automaton which recognizes L and such that ab -&a implies ?r(a) n vr( 6) = 0. 
The asynchronous automaton built by Zielonka is said to be in normal form, 
which means that, for any i (1 s i s n) and for each a such that ie m(a), there 
exists at least a letter b satisfying i E Ir(b) and (a, 6) E 8. Thus, if 8 is empty, then 
the number n of components of a state s is equal to 1 for an asynchronous automaton 
in normal form9 and for an arbitrary 8 the number of components can be considered 
as minimal. In what follows, we build an asynchronous automaton for which n is 
from a certain point of view maximal; it will be such that for any i the number of 
?r(u)‘s containing i is at most 2. We will call an automaton 2-asynchronous when 
it satisfies this condition. Note that when 8 is empty, the number of components i  
equal to $k(k - l), where k is the cardinality of the alphabet A. We will prove in 
the last section that any asynchronous automaton can be simulated by a 2-asyn- 
chronous one. We first build a particular 2-asynchr-e>nous a tomaton recognizing 
the last letter of any word f; this construction gives a solution to the following 
problem. 
problem of the previous user for a set of mailboxes. A group of k persons has 
access to a set of $(k - 1) mailboxes; any mailbox can be acceded by exactly two 
ersons, and for any pair of individuals there is exactly one mailbox to which both 
ave access. The mailboxes contain information belonging to a finite set of possible 
messages and the behaviour of the users of this system obeys the following rule: at 
any time t only one user can have access to the system; he opens all the mailboxes 
he is allowed to, reads their contents and replaces these contents by other messages 
which depend only on those he has read. Then, the problem consists in the determina- 
tion of the set of all possible messages and the exact behaviour of the users in order 
that any user can determine, examining the contents of his mailboxes, the name of 
the person who did an access to the system immediately before him. 
A solution to this problem, using an infinite number of messages i the following 
the messages are the lumbers 1,2, . . . , p, . . .; when somebody accedes to the system, 
he determines the maximal value p of the contents of his mailboxes and he replaces 
all the contents by revious user when acceding to the 
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system, an individual considers the maximal value of the contents of his mailboxes; 
then either all the mailboxes contain this maximal value and the previous user is 
himself or there is exactly one mailbox containing this maximal value and the 
previous user is the one sharing that mailbox with him. in Section 3 we will give a 
solution to the “previous-user” problem using a finite set of mess 
Let A be an alphabet, A* the free monoid generated by A; the transition function 
of any automaton will be denoted by the infix notation *; thus s * a = t will denote 
the action of a on the state s, giving state t. The action of a word f of A* on state 
s will also be denoted by s *$ 
In what follows, the set of states of all the considered automata will be cartesian 
products: 
and for any state s in S, [sli will denote the ith component of s, giving s = 
(ISI, 9 bl*r l l l 9 bl”). 
Definition 1. An automaton SQ with input alphabet A, and whose set of states is 
s=s,xs*x l l l x S, is said to be asynchronous if there exists a mapping n from 
A to the family of subsets of { 1,2, . . . , n} such that, for any s, t in S, one has 
(Al) Vje v(a), [S * a& = [s&i 
(A2) if, for any i in ~(a), [s] = [t]i, then, for any i in s(a), [s * a]i = [t * a]i. 
Remarks. (1) Every finite automaton can be considered asynchronous taking n = 1 
and w(a) = { 1) for every a in A. This case has, of course, no interest. 
(2) If the two letters a and 6 such that v(a) A w(b) then s in S 
we have From (Al), for any i in n(a), 
[S * b]i=[S]i; thus, by (A2), [S * ba]i=[s * a]i and, as ic w(b), [S * a]i=[~ * ab&, 
giving [S * ba]i = [s * ab]i for any i in w(a). By symmetric arguments, [s * ba]i = 
[S * ab]i for any i in m(b) and, for i not in ?r(a)v w(b), [s a~: ab]i = [S * bQ]i = [slim 
(3) Let -= be the congruence in A* defined by f -=g if there exists a secpnce 
hl, h2, l l l 9 h,, of words such that: 
f =h,g=hp; 
for any k (1 s k <p), hk = h;abhi, hk+l = hibahz; 
m(a)mr(b)=@. 
Applying remark (2) p times, we obtain for any s in s: 
fymg * s*f=s*g. 
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(4) Choosing an initial state so in S and a set of terminal states 
e L(d) of the words recognized by 
L(d) = {fl so * fE T}. 
R rk (3) implies that L(d) is closed under -* as f E 
8 J@* 
that ab - ba) and for any rational subset L of A* clos 
automaton & such that - is equal to -= an 
a simpler construction in a particular case). 
(6) An example: Let A = {a, b, c, d}, S = (C&l} x (0, l}, w(a) = w(b) = {I], W(C) = 
(2) and m(d) = { 1,2). The corresponding automaton is sh 
Let us now introduce 2-asynchronous automata, s the following notation: if 




An asynchronous automaton is said to be 2-asynchronous if for any i 
(1 s i s n) the set K*(i) contains at most two elements. 
The following definition is a formal version of the mailboxes probleriP stated in 
the introduction. 
with set of states 
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letter if for any LY in A and any 4 y E 
[S”*jk]i=[So*gY]i, ViEW(a) 
for some J g E A* imply x = y. 
Our aim in this section is to build 2-asynchronous recognizers of the last letter. 
We will proceed in two steps: first, we will suppose that A contains exactly three 
letters, and then we will eneralize this case to an arbitrary number of letters. 
3.1. Automaton for three letters: ii93 = (Sj, 7r3, e3, s!$ 
Lete A be the alphabet consisting of letters o, 6, c and let denote the field 
of integers modulo 3. The set of states of the automaton is the cartesian product 
and the mapping r3 is given by 
v3w = 0,3L ~3W = 11931, =3(c) = (1,2). 
Hence, the transition function *3 is 
(x1 9 x2, x3) 
I 
ifx2=x3, 
(x, 9 x2, x3) $3 a = (x1,x2+1,x2+1) ifx2-x3=1, 
(x1,x3+1,x3+1) ifx,-x2=1. 
The actions of b and c are obtained by a circular permutation of the indices (see 
Fig. 2). 
The initial state is any (x, , x2, x3) satisfying ;he property (P) below: 
(P) There exists a permutation il, i2, i3 of 1, 2, 3 such that xir = xiz = xi3 + 1. 
One cau choose, fc, instance T“ = (3,0,2). 
It is easily checked that if s = (x, , h2, x3) satisfies (P), then (P) holds for s *3 a, 
s *3 b and s *3 c as well; moreover, the set of states which can be reached from so 
is exactly the set of triples satisfying (P). 
Fig. 2. 
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The automaton gbj has thus nine accessible states and can be d 
in the way shown in Fi 
th each state s of S, we associate apartial order es on 
(1) if x2=x3, then b<,a and ~<,a; 
(2) if x1 =x3, then a<,b and c<,b; 
(3) if x1=x2, then c1<,c and b<,c. 
It is easy to verify that the last letter off is de 
element of cS; moreover, this element can be 
three components of s = (x, , x2, x3). 
For x1 and x3 we obtain for instance: 
x1 = x3 gives b as greatest element, 
311 -x3 = 1 gives C, and 
x3-x1 = 1 gives a. 
Note that this automaton gives the solution of the “previous-user” problem 
for a se; ef three persons a, b, c; the messages are Co, I, 2) and the behaviour of the 
users is given by the transition function *3. 
3.2. Automaton on an arbitrar)? alphabd 
Let A be a finite alphabet and % the set of pairs (a, j3) such that at is a subset 
of A containing three elements and /3 a two-element subset of ac; let % be the set 
of mappings from % to . Any element A of 9 can be represented as a table 
with as r&lany rows as three-element subsets of A and as many columns as two-element 
subsets of A. The number h (ar, j3) is given in row ac and column #?. 
le. See Table 1. 
Table 1 
A b, c b, c c, d 
0, b, c 0 0 2 
a, b, d 2 1 2 
vJ 1 0 1 
b, c; d 1 1 0 
For any h in % and for any three-element subset cu of A, s, will denote the tri 
, &), h (a, p3)) where p, , p2 and p3 are the three two-element sub 
Let A be an element of % such that all t e s,‘s satisfy co 
a A one can associate a directed graph GA whoc,e vertices are the letters of A, a 
whose set of arcs EA is given by 
) E EA if there exists s, SW 
Fig. 3. 
In the sequel, we will only consider those A for which all the s,‘s satisfy ( 
This is the case for the example given above and we obtain the raph GA shown 
in Fig= 3. 
Prqosition 4. If A is such that the graph GA is 
uertex (denoted by last(h)) with out-degree zero; 
determine hst( A) fmm the tralues of A (a, j3) for 
containing a. 
acycliq then there exists a unique 
moreouer; for any a in one can 
all the two-element subsets @ of A 
Proof. Of course, an acyclic graph contains at least a vertex with out-degree zero. 
Let a1 and a2 be two such vertices, and let E- be another vertex; then let Q! = {a,, a2, b}; 
as it satisfies (P), one has 
a1 592 or a1(,6 or a2CS,al. 
Each of these contradicts the fact that a! and a2 are of out-degree zero. 
We have noticed that the A (a, /3) give the relations es0 for all the three-element 
sets a containing c1, Then last(A) is eqral to a if for all cy = {a, b, c} one 
and c Qz, and else it is the letter b0 such that for any c in A the three-element 
subset ar = {a, bO, c} satisfies a csp b. and c c*, b. . Such a letter bO exists as GA is 
acyclic. Cl 
We are now able to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. For any alphabet A there exists a 2-asynchronous automaton which is in 
asynchronous recognizer of the last letter of each word in A*. 
f. The result is obvious when A contains only two letters. f it contains three 
ers, the automaton is given above; thus, let us consider a with 
strictly more than three letters. 
For any two-element subset /3 of A, let Sp be the set of mappings from 
{b,P)bW4=3, a up) on H/3P and let 
S=S,,xS,,x- l l xs&, 
where the pi’s are all the two-element subsets of 
k = card(A)). 
US, p = $k(k + l), wit 
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Each element s of S can also be viewed as an ele 
the asynchronous recognizer of the last letter 
mW=UGla~Pi~- 
The transition function *& is then given by 
- if aear, then 
0 fk Ma, B) = Ma, B), 
- if atza, then 
= (A(a, 81), Ua, B2), Ma, 03)) *3 0, 
where &, &, f13 are the two-element subsets of a and e3 the transition function 
defined in the preceding paragraph. 
It means that the automaton Bk behaves as $c( k - l)( k - 2) copies or s3, each one 
holding the relationships between three letters. 
Automaton gk is clearly 2 ynchronous as (A *k a)(a, 48) is determined by A(a, @) 
and A(a, fi’), where fi and 
which implies 
Let now sg be a state whose associated A: gives rise to an acyclk graph G,o. In 
order to verify that $& recognizes asynchronously the last letter, it is enough to 
show that if GA is acyclic, then so is Grk4 and that last@ *& a) = a. 
But Gut,, is obtained from G. by deleting some arcs of the form a + b or c + 6 
and by adding so s others of the form B + a or c + a; deleting arcs preserves 
acyclicity and adding arcs with tail a will not introduce a circuit as a will be a 
vertex of out-degree zero. 
So this ends the proof. Cl 
In what follows, B& = (S#, x S& x l l l x S& w&, *&, Ai) will denote the 2-asyn- 
chronous automaton recognizing the last letter for an alphabet A of cardinality k. 
u~ation of an async e 
This section is devoted to the proof of our following main result. 
asyrschronous automaton SQ = (Q, n; *:, q’, F) ihere exists a 2- 
= (Q, w’, *‘, qI”, F’) recognizing the same language and such that, 
for any pair (a, b) of letters, 
rr(a)nm(b)=0 e P’( 
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f. Let Q=Q,xQ2x-x ; without loss of nerality we may assume that 
{blnEIr(b)}=vr-‘(n) is a subset of strictly geater than 2. 
ild an asynchronous autom , so, T), recognizing the 
same language as J# and such that the number of indices i with 6-‘( ii > 2 decreases; 
it ing this process will give the 2-asynchronous automaton we are looking for. 
ore precisely, each state s”@f of ,r;8, will have the same first n - 1 co 
as q” *f; to these components ome others will be added. 
d components has to be 2-asynchronous, and they have 
The set S of states of 1 is built using the automaton 
(S#, x S& x . 9 gX8++~k,*k,A~) recOgnizing %aSynChrOnwdSiy the last letter of the 
words of B*. 
Let 
For any a in A, 
X(4 = I da) if aeB, s(a)-{n}u{&laE&} if aE B. 
In order to shorten notations, we will denote any state s of S by (q, u) where q 
belongs to Q, x Q2 x l l l x Q”_, and o to Z; o will also be denoted by [&. 
Each element CT of C defines an element A, of Ssl x l l l x Ssp and a p-tuple 
(q 631’ . . . , cls,) of elements of Q,,; we will denote it by CT = [A,, ( qpr, . . . , qpp)]. 
The initial state so of J& is [tj’, 0’1 where 
The transition function @ is built in order that any state (q, a) = so xf satisfies: 
(1) [q]i=[q’@fli for MiSn-1; 
(2) kr =n”, *kf; 
(3) f = ga and g = l&T, b&3,, l . l ¶ qBp)] implies that for each pi containing c, 
q3j = [!I0 *L 
Thus, ~4, simulates ,aP, as the knowledge of s’@f= (q, a3 determines q” *f by 
[q” * fli = [ q]i for 1 G i s n - 1, and [q” * fJn = qp for a two-element subset p verify- 
ing that last(A,) belongs to j9- 
Conditions (l), (2) and (3) can easily be satisfied using the transition function 
0 built as follows: As * is asynchronous, for any s = (q, a) in S and any letter Q 
at II ns’ v(a), we let the state SO c1 be (q’, cr) where q’ is defined by 
4: = k3, !#A * ali, 
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qn being an arbitrary chosen element of Q,. For a lelter b Sn let 0 = 
DP,(Q#?,V3 q&J]. Then, o! = la&A,) can be determined by the 8(6). Let /3 = {a, b) 
if ra#6 or @=(b,c) with c#b if az-b, and qn=qs. 
iven by 
[s@b]i=[(q,qm)*b]i forPW+S-1, 
fsO#?&c .= CT* = CL, (q;,, . . - , &ta)l 
where A,+ = AU ek b, and 
4L= 
{ 
% if be@ii, 
t(G %I * bL if bEPi* 
When we choose as terminal states those s = (q, o) such that if cr = 
IAT, (q/3,, - s then any ~ntaining (qs is terminal 
of we the .&; concludes proof. 
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